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Abstract 
Baars, J., On the I,*-equivalence of certain locally compact spaces, Topology and its Applications 
52 (1993) 43-57. 
In this paper we classify isomorphically the function spaces C,*(X) for locally compact zero-di- 
mensional separable metric spaces X. By the author and de Groot (1988) an isomorphical 
classification is obtained of the function spaces C,(X) for the same class of spaces. It turns out 
that our classification differs from that one; C,(X) and C,(Y) are linearly homeomorphic 
provided C,*(X) and C,*(Y) are, but the converse does not hold for all X and Y. 
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1. Introduction 
All spaces considered in this paper are separable and metrizable. 
Let X and Y be spaces. By C(X) (respectively C*(X)), we denote the set of 
all real-valued continuous functions (respectively the set of all real-valued bounded 
continuous functions), on X. We endow C(X) (respectively C*(X)) with the 
topology of pointwise convergence and denote that by C,(X) (respectively C,*(X)). 
The function spaces C,(X) and C,*(X) are both topological vector spaces which 
are dense subspaces of Rx. The topological and linear structure has widely been 
investigated. For a survey of results one can consult for example [2]. For conve- 
nience we define X and Y to be l,-equivalent (respectively I,*-equivalent) when- 
ever C,(X) and C,<Y > (respectively C,*(X) and C,*<Y 1) are linearly homeomor- 
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phic. A question we are interested in is under what conditions are spaces 
I,-equivalent or /,*-equivalent. There are many results on Z,-equivalence; see for 
example [l], [21, 131 or [41. On l,*-equivalence is much less known. In [51 an example 
is given of two locally compact countable spaces which are I,-equivalent but not 
/,*-equivalent (in fact the ordinal spaces w2 and ww), hence it makes sense to 
investigate /,*-equivalence apart from /,-equivalence. 
In [3], Baars and de Groot proved the following. 
Theorem 1.1. Let X and Y be locally compact zero-dimensional spaces. Then X and Y 
are I,-equivalent if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) X and Y are finite and have the same number of elements. 
(2) There are countable infinite ordinals (Y and p such that X is homeomorphic to 
the ordinal space (Y + 1, Y is homeomorphic to the ordinal space p + 1 and max(cr, 
P) < [mida, PII”. 
(3) X and Y are uncountable and compact. 
(4) X and Y are not compact and there are compacta Xi and yi (i E N> such that 
X = @,“=,Xi, Y = @p”=,Y, and for each i E N, Xi and Y, are I,-equivalent. 
Of course for compact X we have C(X) = C*(X), but for noncompact X these 
two sets can be different. The example in [5] shows that for locally compact 
noncompact zero-dimensional X, an isomorphical classification of C,*(X) must 
give a different characterization than Theorem 1.1(4). In this paper we classify 
C,*(X) isomorphically for locally compact zero-dimensional spaces X and we 
conclude from this classification and Theorem 1.1 that C,(X) and C,(Y) are 
linearly homeomorphic whenever C,*(X) and C,*(Y) are, but that the converse is 
not always true. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let X be a space. For every ordinal cy we define Xc*‘, the oth derivative, by 
transfinite induction as follows: 
(a) X(O) =X and X(l) = {x E X: x is an accumulation point of X]. 
(b) If (Y is a successor, say (Y = /I + 1, then X(*) = (X(p))(‘). 
(c) If (Y is a limit ordinal then X(*) = n a <(I X(p). 
Note that for each LY, X’*’ is a closed subset of X. For every countable compact 
space X there is an ordinal (Y < wi, such that Xc*‘= fl [ll, p. 1491. So for a 
countable compact space X we define the scattered height K(X) to be the least 
ordinal (Y such that X’“’ = @. Because X is compact, K(X) is a successor. Notice 
that the isolated points of a countable compact space X are dense in X. 
An ordinal (Y can be seen as an ordinal number or as a topological space. In this 
paper ordinals appear in both ways. For convenience, we use for ordinal spaces the 
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interval notation: For every pair of ordinals LY, p let [a, PI = {Y: a G Y =G PI and 
[(y, p) = {r: (Y < y < p], provided with the order topology. 
We have the well-known 
Theorem 2.1. (Sierpinski-Mazurkiewicz [lo]). Let X be a countable compact space. 
Then X is homeomorphic with [l, ma - m] if and only if K(X) = (Y + 1 and X(*) 
contains m points (m finite>. 
Let X be a space and let A be a closed subset of X. By X/A we denote the 
space obtained from X by identifying A to one point 00. 
Corollary 2.2. Let X be a countable compact space and let A =X(*) for some 
(Y < K(X). Then X/A and [l, wayI are homeomorphic. 
We need another topology on function spaces. For space X, C(X) (respectively 
C*(X)) endowed with the topology of uniform convergence will be denoted by 
C,(X) (respectively C,*(X)). For f E C*(X), we denote supxEX by 
X Y be spaces 4 : C,*(X) -+ C,*(Y) be a continuous linear 
By the Graph Theorem [8]), 4 as a from 
C,*(X) C,*(Y) is continuous. This us k N such for each 
E C*(X), f III k - f II. this k, is defined be a k-mapping. 
We use throughout paper that continuous linear from 
C,*(X) C,*(Y) is fact a k-mapping for k E Whenever 4 a 
linear we define to be linear k-homeomorphism both 4 
4-l are k-mappings. Notation: k C,*(Y). 4 is linear embed- 
we define to be linear k-embedding for each E C,*< we 
have 
A is subset of space X, we denote C,,,(X) the of all 
of C,(X) vanish on In case = {a], C,,,(X) will 
denoted by Similar notations for C,,(X). compact X write 
C,(X) C,(X) instead C,*(X) and We use symbol “@” the 
topological of spaces. 
Lemma 2.3 [41. Let X and Y be spaces and let A be a closed subset of X. Then 
(a) C,(X) k C,,,(X) x C,(A), 
(b) C,,(X) L C,,m(X/A) x C,(A), 
(cl c&(X> x C,(Y) L C&X 63 Y>, 
(d) if X and Y are homeomorphic, then C,(X) L C,(Y). 
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Lemma 2.4 [4]. Let X = G+~‘=~X~ and Y = @r=lY. Suppose there is k E N such that 
for each i E N, C,*(Xi> & C,*(Y), then C,*(X) N C,*(Y). 
Lemma 2.5 [4]. Let a! > o be an ordinal. Then 
C,W? 4 A cp,,w 4). 
An ordinal (Y is indecomposable whenever there is an ordinal p such that 
(Y = ofi. For every ordinal (Y denote by cy’ the largest indecomposable ordinal 
which is less than or equal to (Y. 
Lemma 2.6 [9]. Let LY be an ordinal. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) (Y is indecomposable, 
(b) for each p <a, p + (Y = a, 
(c) for each p, y <a, p + y <a. 
Lemma 2.7 [31. Let 19: CJ[l, ~“1) + C,([l, w”]) be a linear embedding with u, 
v> 1. 
(a) If u is indecomposable, then u < v. 
(b) Zf v < u, then u < v - o. 
Lemma 2.8. Let 1 Q (Y < wr be an indecomposable ordinal and let q E N. Then there 
is a k E N such that if X is a countable compact space with (Y < K(X) < (Y * q, then 
C,(X) k C,([l, o% 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, there are 1 G m < q, p < cy and n E N such that X and [l, 
ma”’ +P * n] are homeomorphic. Let A = X crrm+P). Then by Corollary 2.2, X/A and 
[l, uarn+p] are homeomorphic, hence by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, 
C,(X) ACP,oUm+B([l, mam+O]) X ({l,...,n}) 
“C,([l, OJam+P]) xC,({l,...,n)) 
L CJ[l, W-+0]). 
So for Y = [l, mam+p] we have C,(X) A C,<Y 1. Let B = X’““‘. Then by Corollary 
2.2, Y/B and [l, warn] are homeomorphic and B and [l, wpl are homeomorphic. 
So again by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.5, 
C,(Y) 2 C,,,4[1, ~*“I) x C,(CL uPI> 
3 C,([l, warn]) x qp, 0) 
QP([l, w”“]). 
Thus C,(X) E C,([l, ~““1). 
To finish the proof of this lemma it suffices to prove the following 
Claim. There is E E N such that for all 1 < m < q, C,([l, wall A C,([l, ~“~1). 
By Theorem 1.1(2), there is a linear homeomorphism between C,([l, tin]) and 
C,([I, 6J *“I>. This linear homeomorphism is a linear l,, homeomorphism for some 
1, E N. Let I= maxi/,, . . . , lq}. Then 1 satisfies the condition in the claim. 
Lemma 2.9. Let a, p 2 1 be ordinals. Suppose a, + cy and a, <a. Suppose there is 
k E N suck that for each i E N there is a linear k-embedding from C,,([l, ~~~1) into 
C,([I, wP]). Then there is a linear embedding from C,,([l, wU]> into C,,([I, ~~~‘1). 
Proof. For each i E N let 0, : C,([l, waf]> + C,,([l, w”]> be a linear k-embedding. 
Define f3 : C,,,,,([l, wa]> + C,,,,a-l([l, ~““1) by 
e(f)l~,~q = ~i(flrl,w~~~J and ~(f>(~““> = 0. 
Since each o1 is a k-linear mapping, 8 is well defined. Note that for all f~ C,,,,,,([l, 
coal>, (l/k) * llfll < Ilc$(f) II < k. Ilfll. So 0 is a linear embedding. By Lemma 2.5 
and the Closed Graph Theorem, this lemma is proved. 
Let X and Y be spaces, let 4 : CT(X) + C,; < Y) be a continuous linear function 
and let y E Y be fixed. Notice that the function $y : C,“(X) + R defined by 
$$f> = 4(fXY > 1s continuous and linear. So $, E L*(X), the dual of C,*(X). 
Since the evaluation mappings 5, (x E X> defined by (,<f> = f(x) for f E C,*(X) 
form a Hamel basis for L*(X), there are for qQy z 0, x,, . . . , x,, E X and A,, . . , A,, 
E R\(O) such that $cI, = Cr_, A,x,. We define the support of y in X to be the 
finitesetlx,,..., x,J cX. If $), = 0, the support of y is defined to be the empty set 
(notice that whenever 4 is onto, & f 0 for every y E Y>. This leads us to the 
following 
Lemma 2.10 [4]. Let X and Y be metric spaces, and let 4 : C,:(X) + C,:(Y) be a 
continuous linear function. Then for y E Y, 
(1) foreveryz E SUPP(Y), thereis h,~ W such that +(f)(y)= EzF5UPP(4.jAif(z), 
for every f E C,*(X), and 
(2) iff, g E C,*(X) coincide on SUPP( Y ), then 4( f )( Y > = 4( g >( y >. 
Moreover if 4 is a linear homeomorpkism, then supp Y = X. 
3. An isomorphical classification 
In this section we prove the following 
Theorem 3.1. Let X and Y be locally compact zero-dimensional spaces. Then X and Y 
are I,*-equivalent if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) X and Y are finite and have the same number of elements. 
(2) There are countable infinite ordinals cy and /3 suck that X is homeomorphic to 
the ordinal space (Y + 1, Y is homeomorpkic to the ordinal space p + 1 and max(a, 
P> < [min(cw, /3>1”. 
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(3) X and Y are uncountable and compact. 
(4) X and Y are not compact, there are compacta Xi and Y (i E N) and there is 
k E N such that X = @T= lXi, Y = @y= 1Y and for each i E N!, C,(X,> and C,(Y) are 
linearly k-homeomorphic. 
Before we can prove this theorem we need another tool. 
Let X and Y be spaces and let 4 : C,*(X) -+ C:(Y) be a continuous linear 
function. Let A CX and B c Y. Let E > 0. We say that B is e-supported on A if 
for each z E B, 
c{lh,l: a ~su~p(z)\A} ~6. 
Lemma 3.2 [5]. Let X and Y be metric spaces and let 4 : C,*(X) + C,Y(Y) be a 
continuous linear function. Let 9 be a locally finite open cover of X. Then for each 
y E Y and for each E > 0, there exists a neighborhood U of y and a finite subset 9 of 
9 such that U is e-supported on U 9. 
For our purposes we need the following 
Corollary 3.3. Let X = @y= ,Xi, where each Xi is compact. Let Y = YI @ Y2, where 
Y, is compact. Let 4 : C,*< X) + Cz (Y) be a continuous linear function. Then for 
each E > 0 there is n E N such that YI is e-supported on @,p= r Xi. 
Proof. For each y E Y there is a neighborhood U, of y and ny E N such that U, is 
&-supported on @inEyr Xi. Let IU,,, . . . , U,,} be a finite cover of Y,. Let n = 
maxIn,,, . . . , n,J. 
Lemma 3.4. Let X=X, @X, @X3 and Y = YI @ Y2 @ Y3 be spaces. Suppose 
4 : C,*(X) + C,*< Y) is a linear k-homeomorphism such that X, is 1/(4k )-supported 
on Y, and Y, is 1/(4k)-supported on X, @X,. The there exists a linear 2k-embed- 
ding 8 : CS(Y,) -+ C,*(X,). 
Proof. For fEC*(Y2) define ~EC*(Y) by f(y)=f(y) for y=Y, and f(y)=0 
elsewhere. For gE C*(X,) define go C*(X) by g(x) =g(x) for x EX~ and 
g(x) = 0 elsewhere. Define 
0: C,*(Y,) + C,*(X,) by e(f > = 6’(f)jXz 
and 
$:Cu*(Xz) -C,*(Y,) by Hg) =4(9\Y,. 
Then 0 and I/J are continuous linear k-mappings. 
Claim 1. For each y E Y, C, ESUpp(yj I A, I < k. 
Let f E C,*(X) be such that 11 f II = 1 and for all a E supp( y), f(a) = sign(&). 
Then Il4(f>ll< k, hence 6(fXy)= CaEsuptiyjAaf(a) = CaESUpp~y~I~al <k. 
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Claim 2. For each f~ C*(Y,>, II $(0(f)> -fll < $lfll. 
Let g = e(f) - $-‘<f>. Then $(g>l Y2 = 1)(13(f)) -f. Since X, is 1/(4k)-sup- 
ported on Y, we have for x EX~, 
< c 
aESUpp(X)nYZ 
For x EX~ we have g(x) = m(x) - @rCfXx>. For x EX~ we have I g(x)1 = 
I +-‘(f(x)) I G ll@‘<J‘> II G kllfll = kllfll. We conclude that llgll G kllfll and 
llg 1(X, UX,)II G 1/(4k)llfll. So for y E Y2 we have by Claim 1 and the fact that 
Y, is 1/(4k)-supported on X, @X,, 
INS)(Y)I =I c 
a=supp(y) 
&gG)l 
=s c *&(a) + 
I I 
c &g(a) 
aEsuPP(Y)n(X,UX2) a~suPPcYfnX, 
< c Ihal +m, UXdll 
aESUPP(Y)nw,uX,) 
+ c Ihal .Ilgll 
aESUPP(Y)nxX3 
<k* - d, .Ilfll + ; .k.llfll = ;IlflL 
This prove the claim. 
Suppose e(f) = 0. Then $(6(f)) = 0, hence llfll= ll~,NNf>) -fll< $llfll. This 
gives f= 0, hence 8 is one-to-one. Moreover llfll < ll$I(Nf>) -fll + ll9(fKf))ll 
< #II + k a IlKfIl, h ence llfll Q 2k - Ilo(f) We conclude that 8 is a linear 
2 k-embedding. 
Lemma 3.5. Let X = @,“= ,X, and Y = @r&yi be spaces where each X, and y. is 
compact. Suppose there exists a linear k-homeomorphism between C,*(X) and 
C,*(Y). Then there is n, E N such that for each n > no there are m E N and a linear 
2k-embedding e:C,*(Y,+,)jC:($i”=2Xi). 
Proof. Let 4 : C,*(X) + C,*(Y) be a linear k-homeomorphism. By Corollary 3.3, 
there is no E N such that X, is 1/(4k)-supported on @[F:,Yi. Let n > no. Again by 
Corollary 3.3, there is m E N such that Y, is 1/(4k)-supported on @z,Xi. By 
Lemma 3.4 we obtain the required linear 2k-embedding. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let X= @yIIX, and Y = @p”= ,y be spaces where each X, and Y, is 
compact. Suppose there exists a linear k-homeomorphism between C,*(X) and 
C,*(Y ). Then there are m E N and a linear 2k-embedding 0 : C,*(Y,) -+ C,*< @,‘1, Xi). 
Proof. Let 4: C,*(X) + C,*(Y) be a linear k-homeomorphism. By Corollary 3.3, 
there is m E N such that Y, is 1/(4k)-supported on @,F=,X,. By Lemma 3.4 we 
obtain the required linear 2k-embedding (take X, = Y, = fl in Lemma 3.4). 
Since for compact X, C,(X) = C,*(X) and since for l,*-equivalent X and Y, X 
is compact if and only if Y is compact (cf. [51), it suffices by Theorem 1.1 to classify 
C,*(X) up to isomorphism for locally compact noncompact countable spaces. The 
strategy of the proof of the classification is as follows: We define four disjoint 
classes of spaces and we prove that for every locally compact noncompact count- 
able space X there is a space Y in one of these classes such that C,*(X) and 
C,*(Y) are linearly homeomorphic (Lemma 3.8). Then we prove that if X and Y 
are two spaces in one of these classes, then X and Y are [,*-equivalent if and only 
if they are in the same class of spaces and X = Y (Corollary 3.14 and Lemma 3.15). 
From these results we then easily derive our classification (Theorem 3.16). 
We define the following four classes of spaces. 
@I = {[l, w”] @ [l, wT): &L, T are indecomposable and ,u 2 7 > l}, 
&* = {[l, w”] @ [l, WT. w) : p, T are indecomposable and p > r > l}, 
~2%‘~ = {[ 1, co’) : T a 1 indecomposable}, 
s2= {[l, WT . w) : T a 1 indecomposable}. 
Note that these four classes are pairwise disjoint. For every space in each of 
these classes we need to fix a certain decomposition. First we will assign to every 
countable indecomposable ordinal p > 0 a fixed sequence, (~~1~ of ordinals. If 
p = 1, put p, = 0. If p = 7 - w for some 7, put p, = T * i and in other cases let (pcLiji 
be a fixed strictly increasing sequence of ordinals such that pi + p and 1 < pLi < p. 
We now define the desired decompositions: 
_ If X= [l, w”] @ [l, tiT) EJ$‘,, then X= [l, ~“1 @ @,“=i[l, 0~11 (to justify this 
we need Lemma 2.6). 
- If X= [l, w@] @ [l, o7 * w) ~a?‘~, then X= [l, &-‘I@ @y=,[l, wTli. 
- If x= [l, WT - w) EL?&‘~, then X= @p”=t[l, w71i. 
- If for XEJ$, Ud2 ~58~ ~33’~ we write X = @,“=,Xi, then we implicitly mean 
that the X, are as above. 
Now we are going to prove that for every locally compact noncompact countable 
X there are a space YE&~ u_$ UL%‘~ ~59~ and k E N such that C,<X,> L C,(Y). 
We first need the following 
Lemma 3.7. Let T be an ordinal which is not indecomposable. Then there is a 
decomposition @,“=,X, of [l, w’) and k E N such that for each i, C,(X,) k C,([ 1, 
w”]). In particular [l, w7) and [l, w7’ * w) are Id-equivalent. 
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Proof. First let 7 be a successor, say 7 = v + 1. Then [l, w’> = @y=i[l, ~“1. Since 
V’ = T’, there is a linear k-homeomorphism from C,([l, ~“1) to C,([l, d’l). 
Second let 7 be a limit ordinal. Let (~~1~~~ be a sequence with 7i + T and 
7’ < 7i < 7. There is 4 E N such that 7’ < 7i < T’ . q, hence by Lemma 2.8 there is 
k E N such that for each i E N, CJ[l, ~~11) & C,([l, ~“1). Since 11, w’) = @y’i[l, 
~“1, we are done. 
Lemma 3.8. Let X be a locally compact noncompact countable metric space. Then 
there are a decomposition @F=, Xi of X, a space Y E &I U sd2 UL%“, Ug2 and k E N 
such that CP<Xi> k C,<Y.i>. In particular X and Y are l,*-equivalent. 
Proof. There is a limit ordinal LY such that X is homeomorphic to [l, a>. Find 
ordinals /3 and 7 such that T > 0, p = 0 or p > w7 and (Y = p + w’. 
First suppose p = 0. If T is indecomposable, then X E.%?i and if T is indecom- 
posable we can find a Y as required by Lemma 3.7. 
Second suppose /3 2 0’. Then p’ = wP for some ordinal p. Then there is k E N 
such that C,([l, PI) & CJ[l, ’ 0 I). If 7 is indecomposable, then since p’ 2 T, 
Y = [l, w”‘] @ [l, 07) l &‘i is as required. If 7 is not indecomposable, we have to 
deal with two cases. For CL’ > T’, we take Y = [l, w”‘] @ [l, w” - w) EL&, and for 
p’=~’ we take Y=[l, w~‘*w)EB’~. 0 
Now we are going to prove that for every X, Y ~&‘i U&f2 USI U2ZY2 we have X 
and Y are /,*-equivalent if and only if X = Y. For that we first have to do some 
preparatory work. 
Lemma 3.9. (a) Let X = Z @ [l, w> with Z a compact space and Y = @y= lZi where 
each Zi is an infinite compact space. Then X and Y are not l,*-equivalent. 
(b) Let X = Z, (3 Z, be a space such that Z, is an infinite compact subspace. 
Then X and [l, w) are not I,*-equivalent. 
Proof. For (a) suppose 4 : C,*C X) -+ C,*(Y) is a linear k-homeomorphism. Then by 
Lemma 3.5 there are IE, m E N and a linear embedding 0 : C,(Z,+,> + C,([l, 
ml) = R”. Since the algebraic dimension of C,(Z,+ i> is infinite, we arrive at a 
contradiction. 
For (b) suppose 4 : C,*(X) + C,*(Y) is a linear k-homeomorphism. Then by 
Lemma 3.6, there are m E N and a linear embedding 8 : C,(Z,) + C,[l, ml) = R”. 
Again we have a contradiction. q 
Lemma 3.10. Let X = [l, wPl @ [l, a> and Y= [l, dl @ [l, PI, where P > 1 and 
o 2 1 are indecomposable, (Y G wP and p < w”. Zf X and Y are I,*-equivalent, then 
t_L =u. 
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Proof. Suppose 4 : C,*(X) -+ C,*(Y) is a linear k-homeomorphism. Without loss of 
generality we assume P < (T. By Lemma 3.6, there is y < (Y and a linear embedding 
8 : C,([l, 0~1) + C,([l, wP] @ [l, 71). Since y + wP = wP (Lemma 2.6) we get a 
linear embedding from C,([l, ~~1) into C,([l, &I>. Then by Lemma 2.7, we have 
a</.L. q 
Lemma 3.11. Let X = Z, @ [l, us> and Y = Z, @ [l, w~.~), where Z, and Z, are 
compact spaces, 6, r are indecomposable with 1 < 6 < r. Then X and Y are not 
I,*-equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then by Lemma 3.9(a), 6 > 1. Let 4 : C,*(X) + C,*(Y) 
be a linear k-homeomorphism. By Lemma 3.5, there are n E N, aj < 6 and a linear 
embedding 0 : C,([l, w’(“+‘)]) + C,([l, &I). Since C,([l, ~+@+l)l) - C,([l, ~‘1) 
(combine Theorem 1.1 with the Closed Graph Theorem) we have by Lemma 2.7, 
r < Si < 6. Contradiction. q 
Lemma 3.12. (a> Let X = Z, @ [l, wT) and Y = Z, $ [l, us), where Z, and Z, are 
compact spaces, and r > 1 and 6 > 1 are indecomposable. If X and Y are I:-equiv- 
alent, then r = 6. 
(b) Let X= Z, @ [l, gr * o) and Y = Z, @ [l, w6 * w), where Z, and Z, are 
compact spaces and r > 1 and 6 > 1 are indecomposable. If X and Y are l,*-equiv- 
alent, then r = S. 
Proof. Let 4 : C,*(X) + C,*(Y) be a linear k-homeomorphism and suppose r < 6. 
For (a), by Lemma 3.9(a), r > 1. By Lemma 3.5, there is r < 6, < 6 such that for 
each j > i there are r/, < r and a linear embedding 0 : C,([l, w’J]) + C,([l, ~‘1). By 
Lemma 2.7, we have aj <r -w. Thus r < 6 Q r * o. Since 6 and r are both 
indecomposable, we have S = r * w. This contradicts Lemma 3.11. 
For (b), by Lemma 3.5, there are n, m E N and a linear embedding 0 : 
C,([l, OP - (n + l)]) + C,([l, w’ - ml>. Since C,([l, ws * (n + l)]) - C,([l, 0’1) and 
C,([l, w7 * ml) N C,([l, 0’1)) we have by Lemma 2.7, S < r. Contradiction. q 
Lemma 3.13. Let X= Z, @ [l, w’) and Y= Z, @ [l, 63 - w>, where Zl, Z, are 
compact spaces, 8, r > 1 are indecomposable. Then X and Y are not I,*-equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then by Lemma 3.9(a), 6 > 1. Let 4 : C,*(X) -+ C,*(Y) 
be a linear k-homeomorphism. 
By Lemma 3.5 there are n E N, ri < r and a linear embedding 0: C,([l, 
ws - (n + 111) + C,([l, ~~11). Since CJ[l, w6 - (n + 111) - C,([l, ws]> we have be 
Lemma 2.7, 6 < ri < r. 
Also by Lemma 3.5 there is ri < r such that for each j > i, there are IZ E N and 
a linear 2k-embedding 8 : C,([l, w’J]) + C,([l, W’ . n]). By Corollary 2.9, there is a 
linear embedding ,9 : C,([l, ~‘1) -+ C,([l, gs “I). By Lemma 2.7, r < 6 + 1. 
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We have 6 < r G 6 + 1. Since 6 and r are indecomposable we have a contradic- 
tion. 0 
Corollary 3.14. Let E’ be one of the classes .M,, s$, 9, or S2. Then for X, YE g’, 
we have X and Y are I,*-equivalent if and only if X = Y. 
Proof. For %‘=A?, use Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12(a). For %?=tiz use Lemmas 3.10 
and 3.12(b). For %? =9, use Lemma 3.12(a). For E’=ZZ$ use Lemma 3.12(b). 0 
Lemma 3.15. (a) If X E&, U&f2 and Y ~2’8, US2, then X and Y are not l,*-equiv- 
alent. 
(b) IfX~tir and YE&*, then X and Y are not I,*-equivalent. 
(c) If X ~9, and Y ~9~, then X and Y are not I:-equivalent. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.13 we only have to consider the cases XE&~, YE*, and 
XE&*, YE%$. 
First let X = [l, o”] @ [l, w’) with p, r indecomposable and p > T > 1 and let 
Y = [l, w”) with v > 1 indecomposable. Suppose there is a linear k-homeomor- 
phism between C,*(X) and C,*(Y). By Lemma 3.12(a), T = u. By Lemma 3.6, there 
are ci < u and a linear embedding 0 : C,([l, w&l) --f C,([l, 051). By Lemma 2.7, we 
get p G U~ < (T. Contradiction. 
Second let X= [l, ~“1 @ [l, wp - w) with p, r indecomposable and p > r > 1 
and let Y = [l, w”* w) with (T 2 1 indecomposable. Suppose there is a linear 
k-homeomorphism between C,*(X) and C,*(Y). By Lemma 3.12(b), r = (T. By 
Lemma 3.6, there are n E N and a linear embedding 0: C,([l, ~“1) - C,([l, 
w” * n]). Since C,([l, w” * nl) N C,([l, w”]), we have by Lemma 2.7, p G u. Contra- 
diction. •I 
The following theorem gives the classification for function spaces C,*(X) of 
locally compact noncompact countable spaces. 
Theorem 3.16. Let X and Y be countable spaces which are both locally compact but 
not compact. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) X and Y are I,*-equivalent. 
(b) There are compacta X, and Y (i E N) such that X = @T= ,Xi, Y = @,“= ,Yi and 
there is a k E N such that for every i E N, C,(X,> and C,(Y) are linearly k-homeo- 
morphic. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.4, 3.8, Corollary 3.14 and Lemma 
3.15. 0 
This theorem and Theorem 1.1 imply that locally compact noncompact IT- 
equivalent spaces are I,-equivalent. The converse is not true. Lemma 3.15 says that 
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spaces X and Y with XE&~ and Y E.QZ’~ or X ~5Z’r and y ~9~ are not 
/,*-equivalent. This is not true for I,-equivalence. There are spaces XEA?, and 
y E_GZ!~ which are l,,-equivalent and there are spaces X ~58, and Y ~9~ which are 
I,-equivalent. In fact by Theorem 1.1, for any indecomposable T 2 1, X= [l, 
wTw) ~.%‘r and Y = [l, w7 - o) l %‘2 are I,-equivalent (by Theorem 1.1(3), for each 
IZ E N, [l, mm] and [l, w’] are /,-equivalent, hence by Theorem 1.1(4), X and Y 
are IO-equivalent). If p > r * w is indecomposable, then [l, oPl@ [l, ~~“‘1 EMU and 
[l, w*] @ [l, w7 * W) ed2 are also l,-equivalent (again by Theorem 1.1). 
We shall now consider uncountable locally compact zero-dimensional spaces 
which are not compact. First we need two more lemmas. In [3] it is proved that two 
uncountable compact zero-dimensional spaces are Z,-equivalent. We need the 
stronger result 
Lemma 3.17. There is k E N such that for each two uncountable compact zero-di- 
mensional spaces there is a linear k-homeomorphism between C,(X) and C,,(Y). 
Proof. It suffices to prove that for every uncountable zero-dimensional compact X, 
C,(X) and C,(C) are linearly 16-homeomorphic. 
Let X be an uncountable zero-dimensional compact space. Since C is the 
unique nonempty zero-dimensional compact space without isolated points, we have 
by the Cantor-Bendixson Theorem that X contains a closed copy D of C. By the 
same characterization of C, we also have that (XX [l, 01) x C is homeomorphic 
with C, so we can find a closed copy E of XX [l, w] in D. Now by Lemma 2.3, 
C,(X) Z, C,,,(X) x C,(D) 
k C,,,(X) x CJD @D> 
A C,,,(X) XC,(D) XC,(D) 
,Z C,( X1 x C,(D) 
3 C,(X) x C,,,(D) x C,(E) 
J C,(X@E) x C,,,(D) 
A C,(E) x C,,,(D) 
ACJD). 
This finishes the proof of this lemma. 0 
Lemma 3.18 [3]. Let X be an uncountable zero-dimensional space which is locally 
compact, but not compact. Then there is a decomposition 03yZ ,Xi of X consisting of 
compacta such that either every Xi is uncountable or X, is the only uncountable Xi. 
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Our strategy will be the same as the above strategy for countable spaces. We 
define the following two classes of spaces (C denotes the Cantor discontinuum): 
$9 = {C @ [ 1, 0’) : T > 1 is indecomposable) 
Jz= (03 [l, WT . m): T > 1 is indecomposable}. 
Note that E’ and 9 are disjoint. Again for every space in each of these classes we 
need to fix a certain decomposition. 
- If X = C @ [l, 0’) E E’, then X = C @ @y=,[l, ~‘(1, where (~~1~ is the se- 
quence of ordinals defined in the proof of Lemma 3.7. 
- If x = c @ [l, w7 * w) ~$3, then X = C @J @F= ,[l, ~~1,. 
Lemma 3.19. Let X be an uncountable zero-dimensional space which is locally 
compact but not compact. Then there are a decomposition @7=,X, of X into 
compacta, k E N and a space YE E’U9 u {C x N) such that for each i E N, 
C,< Xi> k C,< Y). In particular X and Y are I,*-equivalent. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.18 there is a decomposition @y=,X, into compacta such that 
either X, is the only uncountable space or every Xi is uncountable. 
If each X, is uncountable, by Lemma 3.17 w e can take Y = C X N. If X, is the 
only uncountable space, then 2 = G9y=2Xl is a countable space which is locally 
compact but not compact. By Lemma 3.8, there is k E N, YE&Z, Ud2 U9, US&J2 
and a decomposition @,“=,Zi of Z such that C,(Z,) and C,,(Y) are linearly 
k-homeomorphic. For Y ~9, UL%‘~ we are done. For all other Y notice that C,(C) 
and C,(X, @ Y,) are linearly k-homeomorphic, where k is as in Lemma 3.17. Since 
Y\Y, •99~ UL%‘~, we are done by Lemma 3.8. 0 
Lemma 3.20. (a> If X, Y E SF or X, Y ~23, then X and Y are I,*-equivalent if and only 
ifX=Y. 
(b) IfXE%?ug, th en X and C X N are not I,*-equivalent. 
(c) If X E Z? and Y ~9, then X and Y are not I,*-equivalent. 
Proof. Observe that (a) follows from Lemma 3.12 and (c) follows from Lemma 3.13. 
For (b) suppose there is a linear k-homeomorphism between C,*(X) and 
C,*<C x N). Then there is by Lemma 3.5 an ordinal (T and a linear embedding 
0 : C,(C) -+ C,([l, ~~1). By Lemma 3.17, C,(C) and C,,(C @ [l, ~~‘~1) are linearly 
homeomorphic, hence there is a linear embedding from C,,([l, ~“‘“1) into C,([l, 
0~1). By Lemma 2.7, u * w < (T - w. Contradiction. q 
The following theorem finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.21. Let X and Y be locally compact noncompact zero-dimensional spaces. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a> X and Y are I,*-equivalent. 
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(b) There are compacta Xi and yi (i E Ni> such that X= @yzl Xi, Y = 6~F=~yi 
and there is k E N such that for every i E N, C,,<Xi> and C,(x) are linearly 
k-homeomorphic. 
Proof. For X and Y both countable, apply Theorem 3.16. For X and Y both 
uncountable, apply Lemmas 2.4, 3.19 and 3.20. If X is countable and Y is 
uncountable, then they cannot be IT-equivalent. Whenever there is a linear 
homeomorphism 4 : C: (X 1 + C,*<Y 1, we have by Lemma 2.10, supp X = Y. Since 
the support of one point is finite we have Y is countable whenever X is. 0 
Once we have the examples after Theorem 3.16 it is not difficult to find spaces 
X E % and Y E.G$ which are I,-equivalent. We are now able to say how I,-equiv- 
alence and I,*-equivalence are related for locally compact zero-dimensional spaces. 
Corollary 3.22. Let X and Y be locally compact zero-dimensional spaces. Then the 
following statement are equivalent: 
(a) X and Y are I:-equivalent. 
(b) There is a linear homeomorphism 4 : C,(X) + C,< Y) such that +( C,*( X)) = 
C,*(Y). 
Proof. Of course for X and Y both compact this is a triviality. In [51 it is proved 
that for l,*-equivalent spaces X and Y we have X is compact if and only if Y is 
compact, hence it suffices to consider noncompact X and Y. Suppose X and Y are 
/,*-equivalent. Then by Theorem 3.21, there are compacta Xi and Y (i E N) such 
that X = @,?=,Xi, Y = el?= rY. and there is k E N such that for every i E N, CP<Xi> 
and C,(Y) are linearly k-homeomorphic. Let 4i : C,<XJ -+ CJYJ be a linear 
k-homeomorphism. Define 4 : C,(X) -C,(Y) by 4(f)lY,=+$f Ix,). Then 4 is 
easily seen to satisfy the conditions in (b). q 
We finish this paper by posing the following. 
Question. Is Corollary 3.22 true for all spaces? 
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